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Abstract 

 
The purpose of image enhancement is to improve the quality 

of a digital image, so as to support the human perception. In this 
paper, new methods of image enhancement are proposed for 
enhancement of color images, which are based on application of 
the concept of the two-dimensional quaternion discrete Fourier 
transform (QDFT) together with the well-known method of the 
alpha-rooting. The application of the alpha-rooting method which 
is based on the traditional two-dimensional discrete Fourier 
transform (2-D DFT) results in high quality images, when 
comparing with other transforms, such as Hadamard, Hartley, 
cosine, and heap transforms. The image enhancement technique of 
alpha-rooting can be used for enhancing even low contrast images. 
In zonal alpha-rooting method, the modification of frequency is 
different for different frequency zones. Optimization of alpha 
value is done with genetic algorithm. 

Introduction 
 

History of digital image enhancement has been for more than 
50 years. It has remained one of the most active research areas in 
image processing and computer vision. Recently, several image 
enhancement algorithms and many applicable systems have been 
exploited. Current research in image enhancement covers such 
wide topics as algorithms based on human visual system, 
histograms with hue preservation, JPEG-based enhancement for 
visually impaired, and histogram modification techniques. Two 
major classifications of image enhancement techniques can be 
defined: spatial domain enhancement and transform domain 
enhancement [1],[25]-[30]. Digital image enhancement is a powerful 
tool for many image processing applications when the critical 
details are not seen clearly enough.  

Existing methods for image enhancement focus mainly on 
properties of the processed image while excluding any 
consideration of the observer characteristics. With their specific 
nature, various enhancement methods are required for various 
types of images and applications.  The Fourier transform plays 
important role in image processing [1]-[5],[35]-[38] and is used in 
different stages of processing such as filtering, coding, recognition, 
and restoration analysis. This transform was generalized for 
application of the Hartley, Hadamard, and cosine transforms[30]-[50], 
as well new signal induced heap transforms[51]-[58].    and elliptical 
Fourier transforms [5],[59]-[60]. Transform-based methods of image 
enhancement are based on manipulation with all or part of spectral 
components of the transform. We focus on the well-known method 
of alpha-rooting, although other methods, including the log-alpha 
rooting, modified unsharp masking, and methods based on wavelet 
transforms are also used in image enhancement. Many traditional 
methods of image enhancement were applied for processing the 
color images[37]. The Fourier transform based method is one of 
these methods, which in many cases is applied to each color plane-

component of the color image separately. In other words, the color 
image is considered as a triplet of separate 2-D gray scale images 
and each of these images represents red, green or blue component 
of the color. Quaternion numbers of Hamilton’s was used in Ell’s 
works, and after that time much attention was given to the 
transformation of the color components to the imaginary subspaces 
of the quaternion numbers, “imaginary part” of which consists of 
three components.  

Quaternion Algebra and Quaternion Discrete 
Fourier Transforms 

 
Quaternion is a non-commutative, normed division algebra on 

real numbers [6],[9]-[19]. A quaternion is a four-dimensional hyper 
complex number and has the Cartesian form given by: 

 
q = a + ib + jc + kd   (1) 

 
where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 are real numbers. The set of quaternions with 
its arithmetic is denoted by H.. Each of the three imaginary units i, 
j, k with the following rules of multiplication:  
 

𝒊! = 𝒋! = 𝒌! = 𝒊𝒋𝒌 =  −1    (2) 
and  
                  ij  = -ji  = k, 

                  jk = -kj  = i,                                     (3) 
                  ki = -ik  = j. 

            
In general, the product of the quaternions is not commutative. In 
other words, for many quaternion p, q ϵ H,   

𝒑𝒒 ≠ 𝒒𝒑.                                 (4) 
 
The modulus, or length of q is denoted as |q | and is defined as  
 

      𝑞 = 𝑎! + 𝑏!+𝑐! + 𝑑!                      (5) 
 
When a = 0, q is called a pure quaternion.   

 
Quaternion Fourier transform are Fourier transforms on four 

dimensional hyper complex numbers [9],[2],[4],[7],[10]-[15]. This 
transform is especially useful for the processing of the signals that 
are three or four dimensional. The concepts of the 1-D and 2-D 
quaternion discrete Fourier transforms (QDFT) are not unique as in 
the complex arithmetic, because of non commutativity of the 
multiplication. However, many quaternion Fourier transforms are 
found to be an excellent tools for the processing of color image 
signals. The three or four channel model of the color image is 
represented as the b, c, d components of the quaternion numbers.  
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Color image enhancement using QDFT and 
zonal alpha-rooting  

 
The individual channel of the color models RGB, XYZ or 

CMYK are represented as each of the components of the 
quaternion numbers [6]. For the 2-D signal 𝑓!,! , each channel of 
the 2–D image takes the form as  

 
𝒂 = 𝑓!,!!!!""#$ !      
𝒃 = 𝑓!,!!!!""#$ !                                            (6) 
𝒄 = 𝑓!,!!!!""#$ !      
𝒅 = 𝑓!,!!!!""#$ !     
  

For 3 channel color models like RGB or XYZ 𝑞 is chosen as a pure 
quaternion, i.e., a=0. 
 

As already mentioned, the product of the quaternion numbers 
are, in general, non-commutative. Based on the position of the 
complex co-efficient of the Fourier transform QDFT is called as 
right sided, left sided or sandwiched transforms. There are 
different algorithms for the enhancement of color image using 
QDFT. One of them is the column-row method. The column row 
method [4],[33] for the of the QDFT of the dual axis and sandwiched 
transform are explained in details here.  

 
2-D QDFT Column Row Method (Dual Axis and 

Sandwiched):  
   

QDFT =  𝑊!
!" 𝑓!,!𝑊!

!"
!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

 

  (7) 

Let 𝑓!,!𝑊!
!" = 𝑞 

[a + ib + jc + kd][cos𝛼 - k sin𝛼] =  
[a cos 𝛼 + d sin𝛼] + i[b cos𝛼 – c sin𝛼] +  

j[c cos 𝛼 + b sin𝛼] + k[d cos𝛼 - a sin𝛼]         (8) 
 

𝑅! =  
cos α 0
0 cos α

0 sinα
−sinα 0

0 sinα
−sinα 0

cos α 0
0 cos α

                      (9) 

We see vectors (a,d)ʹ rotate counter clockwise direction by α and 
vectors (b,c)ʹ rotate clockwise direction  by −α. 

[cos𝛽 – j sin𝛽][qe + iqi + jqj + kqk] =  
       [qecos 𝛽 + qjsin 𝛽] + i[qicos 𝛽 - qksin 𝛽] +  

j[qjcos 𝛽 - qesin 𝛽] + k[qkcos 𝛽 + qisin 𝛽]         (10) 
     

                     𝑅! =  

cos β 0
0 cos β

sin β 0
0 −sin β

−sin β 0
0 sin β

cos β 0
0 cos β

.                       (11) 

Now, the vectors (qe,qj)ʹ rotate counter clockwise direction by β 
and vectors (qi,qk)ʹ rotate clockwise direction by – β. 

The inverse QDFT,  

IQDFT =   𝑊!
!!" 𝐹!,!𝑊!

!!"
!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

 

 (12) 

Let 𝐹!,! = 𝑝, i.e., p = pe + ipi + jpj + kpk and let  𝐹!,!𝑊!
!!" = 𝑔. 

Then, [pe + ipi + jpj + kpk][cos α + k sin α] =  
          [pe cos α – pk sin α] + i[pi cos α + pj sin α] +    

j[pj cos α - pi sin α] + k[pk cos α + pe sin α]     (13) 
 

 𝑅!! =  
cos α 0
0 cos α

0 −sinα
sinα 0

0 −sinα
sinα 0

cos α 0
0 cos α

             (14) 

vectors (pe,pk)ʹ rotate clockwise direction by −α and vectors (pi,pj)ʹ 
rotate counter clockwise direction by α. 

And, [cos β + j sin β][ge + igi + jgj + kgk] =  
           [ge cos β – gj sin β] + i[gi cos β +  gk sin β] +   

j[gj cos β + ge sin β] + k[gk cos β – gi sin β]   (15)   
 

               𝑅!! =  

cos β 0
0 cos β

−sin β 0
0 sin β

sin β 0
0 −sin β

cos β 0
0 cos β

                               (16) 

The vectors (ge,gj)ʹ rotate clockwise direction (i.e., by −β) and 
vectors (gi,gk)ʹ rotate counter clockwise direction (i.e., by β). 

The image enhancement using the algorithm of the column-
row method is not very fast. And, therefore, many fast algorithms 
for the enhancement of color image using QDFT, are also used to 
implement the transform.  

 
Fast Algorithm method: 

The two-sided QDFT can be written as 

𝐹!.! = 𝑊!
!"𝑓!,!𝑊!

!"
!!!

!!!

= 𝑊!
!" 𝑓!,!𝑊!

!"
!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

 

  for p=0:N-1, s = 0:M-1   

      (17) 

For fast calculation of the   𝐹!.!, we use DFT. Initially, 

1D M-point[4] DFT is done over each row of the real sequence of 

𝑓!,!, which results in the 2D sequence  

𝑆!,! = 𝑓!,! exp −𝑖𝑚𝑠∅ , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠 = 0:𝑀 − 1
!!!

!!!

     

      

      (18) 

𝑆!,! = 𝑓!,! cos 𝑚𝑠∅ − 𝑖 𝑓!,! sin 𝑚𝑠∅
!!!

!!!

!!!

!!!

 

     

      (19) 
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𝑓!,! cos 𝑚𝑠∅
!!!

!!!

= 𝑅𝑒 𝑆!,!  𝑎𝑛𝑑 

 𝑓!,! sin 𝑚𝑠∅ = −𝐼𝑚 𝑆!,!

!!!

!!!

              (20) 

 

Then, we do N-point DFTs over the columns of the real and 

imaginary sequences obtained from the first DFT calculation.   

𝐶!,! = 𝑅𝑒(𝑆!,!) cos 𝑛𝑝∅
!!!

!!!

− 𝑖 𝑅𝑒(𝑆!,!) sin 𝑛𝑝∅ , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝 = 0:𝑁 − 1
!!!

!!!

 

                  (21) 

and  

𝐷!,! = 𝐼𝑚(𝑆!,!) cos 𝑛𝑝∅
!!!

!!!

− 𝑖 𝐼𝑚(𝑆!,!) sin 𝑛𝑝∅ ,
!!!

!!!

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝 = 0:𝑁 − 1                           (22) 

 

This algorithm uses N M-point DFTs and 2M N-point DFTs. 

In quaternion space, the image is represented as 𝑞 = 𝑒𝐸 + 𝑖𝐼 +

𝑗𝐽 + 𝑘𝐾 

The two-side QDFT can be expressed as  

𝐹 = 𝐶𝑒 − 𝑗𝑆 𝑞 𝐶𝑒 − 𝑘𝑆                                    (23) 

 

𝐹 = 𝑒 𝐶𝐸𝐶 + 𝑆𝐽𝐶 + 𝐶𝐾𝑆 + 𝑆𝐼𝑆 + 𝑖 𝐶𝐼𝐶 − 𝑆𝐾𝐶 − 𝐶𝐽𝑆 + 𝑆𝐸𝑆

+ 𝑗 𝐶𝐽𝐶 − 𝑆𝐸𝐶 + 𝐶𝐼𝑆 − 𝑆𝐾𝑆 + 𝑘(𝐶𝐾𝐶

+ 𝑆𝐼𝐶 − 𝐶𝐸𝑆 − 𝑆𝐽𝑆) 

(24) 

 

𝐹 = 𝑒𝐹! + 𝑖𝐹! + 𝑗𝐹! + 𝑘𝐹!    

    (25) 

 

Therefore, the N x M point QDFT is obtained by calculating 𝐹!, 𝐹!,  

𝐹! , 𝐹!. 

 

In alpha-rooting method of image enhancement [6] [20] –[24], for 

each frequency point (p,s), the magnitude of the discrete 

quaternion transform are transformed as 

 
𝐹!,! → 𝑀[𝐹!,!]!               (26) 

 
The value of 𝛼 is taken from the interval (0,1) and can be adjusted 
interactively by the user or can be found automatically [6],[20]-[24],[37].   
 
In zonal alpha-rooting method [9],[24]-[27], the alpha-rooting is done 
with different alpha for different frequency zones. The spectrum is 
center-shifted, and the frequency values of each zone are modified 
by different alpha values. 
 

 
FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of three zonal division of frequency values 
of an image. 

 
The enhancement measure [6]-[10] which is called the color 

enhancement measure estimation (CEME), is based on the contrast 
of the images. In this enhancement measurement  method, the 2-D 
discrete image N×M is divided by k1k2 blocks of size L1×L2 blocks 
each, where 𝑘! = 𝑁!/𝐿! ,   for 𝑛 = 1,2. For a RGB color model, 
when an image is transformed by DQFT,  

 
𝑓 =  𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓! → 𝑓 = 𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓!   

 
the image enhancement measure is given as  
 

𝐸! 𝛼 = 𝐶𝐸𝑀𝐸! 𝑓                (27) 

=
1

𝑘!𝑘!
20 𝑙𝑜𝑔!"

!!

!!!

!!

!!!

max!,! (𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓!)
min!,! (𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓! , 𝑓!)

 

Optimization of Alpha: Genetic Algorithm  

The value chosen for alpha is the alpha-value that gives 
maximum CEME. Optimization of alpha for the maximum CEME 
is done with genetic algorithm. 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is an efficient tool[61] to solve the 
optimization problems. GA is an artificial intelligence approach for 
optimization. And the method adopted for GA optimization is 
similar to the method of successive evolution of genes from 
generations to generations. The concepts of generations, mutations 
and cross-over in gene-evolution is used to configure and train the 
neural networks to achieve the best optimum value of the 
parameter, for a given fitness function. The steps involved in GA is 
as follows: 
1. Generate a random population, with the specified constraints. 
2. Find the fitness functions for the generated population. 
3. If the original population does not satisfy the fitness function, 
then we should proceed to get the new population. 
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4. For generating the new population, select two members each of 
the original population for cross-over and mutations. 
5. The two parent selected for cross-over and mutation, is based on 
members of the population which give high value for the fitness 
function. 
6. Now the parents in original population are replaced by the new 
offspring generations, obtained after crossing-over and mutations.  
7. Fitness function of the newly generated population is done. 
8. The process is repeated till we get optimum value for the 
parameter that satisfies the fitness function.  

In finding the optimum value of alpha, a random population 
of alpha with the given constraints, is generated. Then, the CEME 
of generated population of alpha values are calculated. The number 
of populations to be generated is restricted based on the generation 
that consistently gives maximum CEME value. The alpha 
corresponding to the maximum CEME is chosen as the optimum 
value. 

Experimental Results 
 
The color images were enhanced by different QDFT 

algorithms. In QDFT, enhancement of images were such that the 
all the channels, three or four channels, based on the color models, 
were considered as a single entity. The results obtained are shown 
below. 

 
Figure 2 shows the original color image “tree” in the RGB 

color model and its enhancement using alpha-rooting, 7-zone 
alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. The optimum value obtained from 
genetic algorithm for the zonal radii are [7, 21, 54, 55, 88, 102] and 
the alpha values for the corresponding zones are [0.9602, 0.9591, 
0.9579, 0.8270,    0.9122, 0.8252, 0.6586] 

 
 

           

 
(a) 

 
FIGURE 2: (a) Original “tree” Image 

 
(b) 

 
 

 
(c) 
 

FIGURE 2: (continuation) (b) Alpha-rooting on “tree” image with alpha 
equals 0.96706 (c) 3-zone Alpha-rooting on “tree” image with alpha equals 
[0.97466     0.92718     0.99572] and zonal boundary radii equals [42  43]   
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(d) 

FIGURE 2: (continuation) (d) Genetic algorithm best-plot value of 3-zone 
alpha-rooting. 

In Figure 3, the color image “girl” is enhanced by alpha-rooting, 3-
zone alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. The optimum value obtained from 
genetic algorithm for the zonal radii are [33, 73] and the alpha 
values for the corresponding zones are [0.97101     0.97696     
0.66507] 

 

(a) 
 

FIGURE 3: (a) Original “girl” image 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

(d) 

 FIGURE 3: (b) Alpha-rooting on “girl” image with alpha equals 0.98836  
(c) 3-zone Alpha-rooting on “girl” image with alpha equals [0.97101     0.97696     
0.66507] and zonal boundary radii equals [33, 73] (d) Genetic algorithm best-
plot value of 3-zone alpha-rooting. 

In Figure 4, the color image “FingersAzusa” is enhanced by alpha-
rooting, 7-zone alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. For the dark images, the 
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enhancement gives better results when applied on the negative of 
the image. The optimum value obtained from genetic algorithm for 
the zonal radii are [13    24    50    70    92   112] and for the alpha 
values for the corresponding zones are [1.0000    0.9960    0.9943    
0.9424    0.8380    0.8006    0.7717] 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 4: (a) Original “FingersAzusa” image (b) Alpha-rooting on  
“FingersAzusa” image with alpha equals [0.90275] 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 4: (contination) (c) 7-zone Alpha-rooting on negative of 
“FingersAzusa” image with alpha equals [1.0000, 0.9960, 0.9943, 0.9424, 
0.8380, 0.8006, 0.7717] and zonal boundary radii equals [13, 24, 50, 70, 92, 
112]   (d) Genetic algorithm best-plot value of 7-zone alpha-rooting. 

 

In Figure 5, the color image “JellyBeans” is enhanced by alpha-
rooting, 5-zone alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. The optimum value 
obtained from genetic algorithm for the zonal radii are [26    51    
54    81] and the alpha values for the corresponding zones are 
[0.97984     0.95853     0.72803     0.89065     0.61928] 
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(a)   

 

FIGURE 5: (a) Original “JellyBeans” image (b) Alpha-rooting on 
“JellyBeans” image with alpha equals 0.98032 

 

(b) 

 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 5: (contination) (c) 5-zone Alpha-rooting on “JellyBeans” image 
with alpha equals [0.97984     0.95853     0.72803     0.89065     0.61928] and 
zonal boundary radii equals [26    51    54    81]  (d) Genetic algorithm best-
plot value of 5-zone alpha-rooting. 

In figure 6, the color image “Sail Boat on Lake” is enhanced by 
alpha-rooting, 7-zone alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. The optimum value 
obtained from genetic algorithm for the zonal radii are [4,  54, 79, 
138, 178,   189] and the alpha values for the corresponding zones 
are [0.9737, 0.9568,    0.9541, 0.9481, 0.7676, 0.8508, 0.9876] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 6: (a) Original “Sail Boat on Lake”  image (b) Alpha-rooting on 
“Sail Boat on Lake” image with alpha 0.9941 

 

(c) 

 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 6: (continuation) (c) 7-zone Alpha-rooting on “Sail Boat on Lake” 
image with alpha equals [0.9737    0.9568    0.9541    0.9481    0.7676    
0.8508    0.9876] and zonal boundary radii equals [4,  54, 79, 138, 178,   189]   
(d) Genetic algorithm best-plot value of 7-zone alpha-rooting. 

 
In figure 7, the color image “house” is enhanced by alpha-rooting, 
5-zone alpha-rooting 2D-QDFT. The optimum value obtained from 
genetic algorithm for the zonal radii are [49, 82, 135, 202] and the 
alpha values for the corresponding zones are [0.9849, 0.9931, 
0.9935, 0.9954, 0.8905] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 7: (a) Original “house” image (b) Alpha-rooting on 
“House” image with alpha equals 0.98596 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 7 (continuation): (c) 5-zone Alpha-rooting on “House” image with 
alpha equals [0.9849, 0.9931, 0.9935, 0.9954, 0.8905] and zonal boundary 
radii equals [49, 82, 135, 202]  (d) Genetic algorithm best-plot value of 5-zone 
alpha-rooting. 
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